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Hello again:

Rainy one yesterday, stormy one day. January has been like that...sure beats snow conditions

last year.

Looked at the Dept. of Highways web cameras this morning, just a dusting of snow out east.

We have nothing to complain about.

A couple of projects on hold, for the time being

Regarding Jackrabbit Program and ski lessons, both are on hold. Hopefully this time next week

I'll be sharing fire up plans for both.

Oh yes, there is a third project that I hope to kick start in the very near future. Plans for the

Snowy Owl Classic with a pandemic twist is in the works. Here are some initial thoughts...

On Saturday, January 29, get out your classic(preferably) or skate skis and ski any distance you

like, anywhere you like(doesn't have to be the ski park) as a fund raiser for Heart and Stroke

Foundation. I say anywhere you like because due to social distancing, some may prefer not to

ski in the ski park. Drop in your contribution in the drop off box at chalet or etranfer. No timing,

no bibs, no mass start. You don't have to enter chalet. More details to follow.

Ski Etiquette

Folks, now that 2 way traffic has evolved as the way to ski on most trails, a few reminders...

Skiers coming uphill have the right a way...that is, please don't ski down a hill if someone is climbing

upwards. Wait at the top until they complete their climb.

Secondly, when you approach a skier who has fallen or a couple of skiers who are having a chat, call out

making them aware that you are approaching them and about to pass. Years ago the word "track" was

hollered out...that term seem to have gone by the wayside.  Remember, the overtaking skier ALWAYS

has the responsibility for watching out for the skier ahead whether you are downhill or cross

country skiing.

 I don't need to add "keep on smiling"...everyone has that mastered.



 CCNL Tickets

I applaud members who are selling their tickets but I particularly applaud those members who

purchase tickets themselves. Ticket sales are slightly up this year and I thank members who

have been picking them up (more or less with a smile). Remember, $2.00 of every ticket sold

goes towards club revenue, the remaining $3.00 goes to CCNL.

For those members who struggle with the word "Ticket", I remind you that it's a donation to the

club and CCNL...at a time that fund raising is non existant at Whaleback Nordic.

Whaleback Facebook Page

Did you know there is a Facebook page full of Whaleback information? I had a look yesterday

and for those members wanting to buy or sell ski equipment, its a place to go. Check it out.

Gotta go, clean out the driveway, such fun!

By the way, my trusty crystal ball was spot on this weekend.

Until next time...stay safe

Greg N.


